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All That Remains (working title)
Among the great tropes of video games lie heroes interacting briefly with a strange, but quaint, village. The heroes gain renown through completing quests, hocking their wares, and often utilizing the services of a range of villagers. Sometimes the heroes return to find more quests have suddenly appeared. Are our beleaguered villagers victims of hungry hordes and monsters or have they used their own agency to attract further throngs of wealthy young heroes?  In the following game, players will explore the depths of despair, and even greed, felt by a remote village of their creation.  What will your players do to survive until the next jingling purse of gold coins arrives?
In creating your village, work with the other players to answer the following questions. 
	What are the surroundings of the village and what is their political relation with neighboring territories? 

Is magic commonly and powerfully used by people and monsters alike? 
What is the level of technology of the village and world around them?
Are there any threats that unify the village and the people within?
	What kind of entities typically threaten the people of this world and locale in particular (ie normal beasts, bandits, legendary creatures, nightmarish fiends, ghouls, ghosts, etc.)?

After the village setting is finished, each player should take a necessary role in the community. Necessary roles may include ramshackle innkeep, butcher, herbalist, blacksmith, hunter, farmer and so forth. Villager player characters will manage a small personal sum of goods and money which will be manipulated by events drawn on each player turn. Each individual player will start with the measly sum of 1 money and 2 inventory. Players will also share a pooled population (12 per player). If a villager should die, they may choose a new role to represent within the community at the expense of a population. If a village population would ever drop to zero, the village is considered in ruins and the game ends.
The narrative of the village is driven by a standard deck of cards with one card pulled per player turn. These events are frameworks for dialogue between characters, expositional interludes, etc. Events include adversaries of various sizes, the arrival of a hero in town, festivals, and a time for crafting according to the face or number of each card.  Card suits indicate quest actions. Quest actions are comprised of creating quests and quest interactions with the hero (give and return). Unspecified faces and suits are wilds to allow players to take acts of desperation in order to gain needed quests or inventory. In general, positive affects flow the active player and to their left if surplus is available. Non-player character (NPC) interactions (hero and adversary encounters) are narrated or role played by the player to the right of the active player. Effects with a modifier greater than one (+/-) indicate that the effect is divided among players able to fulfill the effect starting with the active player. 
During adversary actions, enemies attack the village. A single beast would likely only devour one person before slinking back into the wilds. A horde of bandits would rob players of valuable goods. Although events are narrated by the player to the right, effects to money and inventory occur to the left. 
Seasonal events are also included in the deck and indicate a time in which to review each player’s resources. Characters with available money are able to buy appropriate rations during seasonal events whether those supplies come from within or outside of the village. If a character dies via starvation during seasonal events, the player takes the role of a new villager within a role and subtracts a population from the village total. 
When quest events are drawn, a possible quest opportunity is created, taken by a hero, or turned in for reward. When a quest is created, the active player should explain the origin of the quest. It may be that threats in the surrounding area make good fodder for quests. If threats have not appeared recently (within this round), the active player may want to describe a situation they have concocted in order to attract the gold carrying heroes that roam the land. Quests should have a reward paid to the hero and benefit to the active player that receives the completed quest. Players may work together to describe the chain of events in which the hero completed the quest. A hero may not take a quest if none are available. 
Card Legend (Subject to balance)
A   – Beast = - 1 population – 1 inventory
2   –  Bandit Horde = -1 inventory -2 money
3   – Large Creature = -2 population – 2 inventor
4   – Hero Buys = -1 inventory +1 money
5   - Hero Buys = -2 inventory + 2 money
6   - Hero Sells = +1 inventory -1 money
7   - Hero Sells =  +2 inventory -2 money 
8   – Festival = +1 population
9   – Festival = +2 population
10 – Crafting = +1 inventory
J    - Crafting +2 inventory
Q  - Seasonal Starvation
K -  Wild
Spade – Hero takes a quest
Clubs – Hero completes a quest
Diamonds/Hearts – Create an available quest

In character and NPC interactions consider the past events and the effects on the village as a community. How are stressed are the characters? What events are imminent and what can be done to prepare the village? What sacrifices are made in the name of individuals or for the community as a whole? In the end, players should examine the impacts of even seemingly benevolent forces on the structure of the villages in the face of threatened survival. 

